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People often comment on how happy I always 
am and wonder how I’m able to find a bright 
side or a higher purpose in everything around 
me. They reach out to me, wanting to know 
how they can ‘get’ this way too. I read their 
emails or listen to their stories, usually 
something about Life ‘happening’ to them. 
And then, I help them to connect the dots of 
their Life existence so that they too can see 
the possibility of transformation that is 
always present in our lives. 

And then I tell them this: 
“What we think and feel about Life and 
about ourselves changes EVERYTHING.”

We teach best what we’ve most needed to 
learn ourselves. For more than half my Life 
this time around, I kept searching for that 
‘something.’ Oh, how I wanted to get where I 
thought I was going - and right away.             

I followed the works of many spiritually enlightened and personal transformational 
leaders. I boot-camped an era in thinking that spiritual awareness was hiding in a 
cookie-cutter religion, and fiddled with a few of them. I meditated and journaled and 
brought yoga into my world. I studied reincarnation and auras and mindfulness.         
I burned incense and candles and sage, all while waiting for some divine enchanting 
energy to swoop down from the sky and declare me enlightened. Announce my 
arrival. Offer my initiation. Hand to me my happiness. Yet everything I had been so 
desperately waiting for, I eventually found inside of me. Where they’d been all along.

And along the way, I kept relearning the Universal Truth that in order to have control 
of my outside world, I needed to ‘show up’ and give love first to my internal 
world: myself. In this eBook I share with you the 8 self-care areas that kept bringing 
me back to my center whenever I lost my way. May this eBook help to ignite the self-
love moments waiting for you. To your journey, sweet fellow being.  
                                                                                                                     

TEACHING WHAT I KNOW BEST
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I honor the place 
within you where the

entire Universe resides.                                                            
Mahatma Gandhi
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INTRODUCTION

how to use this ebook

This ebook landed in your personal space for a reason. 
You purchased it or were gifted it by epic design. 

Something here needs to find its way into your world. 
Be graceful with your time as you reflect on these pages. 

Create a Sacred Space.

In your home or in nature, find a place where you will have uninterrupted 

time. Choose a space that feels safe and good and private to you, and where 
you can lay down in comfort and close your eyes if you want to. Somewhere 

that has your favorite sights, sounds, or memories. 

Make a promise to yourself and write it down. 

Make a commitment to yourself (one that will you truly keep) that for the 
next 7 days, you will give to your mind, body, and spirit the loving attention, 

tenderness, and honor that they deserve. 

Write yourself a self-love note and tape it above your pillow, on your 
bathroom mirror, on your refrigerator door, in your car, on your laptop cover, 

or that one place that you know will grab your attention every day. 

Hold close your favorite journal. 

Capture in words or illustrate in drawings the feelings and discoveries that 
surface for you during your time with these pages ahead. No editing allowed. 

Give yourself permission to just write. Really. 



Live so that you may 
desire to live

the same Life again.                                                            
Friedrich nietzsche
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          WELCOME

     you arrived right on time.

What changes would you begin to make? What would you begin doing or stop 
doing? How would you use your reset button? In what areas of your Life? What 

do you know isn’t serving you, yet you’ve become clever at ignoring? We get a 
GMACD golden ticket every day. Right now, right here, is your latest call to action 

to design the Life you want. 

Consider this your official GMACD invitation.

This eBook is designed to help you sit with yourself and listen to what is already 
inside you - what is begging for attention, to bring to light what you already 

know. So often, we wait until we have disease, or until our energy is sucked dry, 
or until we hit rock bottom to finally commit to being accountable for our lives. 

By this point, we’re usually out of sync with ourselves and unsure of what feeling 
good even feels like anymore because we’ve been in function mode (vs. mindful 

mode) for so long. One bad habit has been breeding the next. Because as we 
know, like attracts like. 

Yet, when we pay attention (read: GIVE LOVE) to ourselves and nurture the 

things that we believe in and know to be true, so intensely we improve the way 
we feel all around – physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually. And as we 

create a world that feels holistically good to us, we begin to attract the matching 
vibrational energies of people and experiences and opportunities that will 

continue to serve us well. This is reprogramming our ‘like magnet’ to attract good 
things. It’s knowing our place in the Universe and steering from that power.

What if one day (or right now) you had a 
‘Give Me Another Chance Day’ 

to improve your health or happiness?
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About this eBook.

This eBook won’t try to reinvent your world or give you a time-sucking 

project to tackle. It won’t insist you buy different foods or find new people to 
spend your time with (although you may want to). There is no judging, and 

there is no dogma. It’s going to take an honest look at some of the things 
you’re already doing today, and it will hold them up to your light so that you 

can decide if they’re serving you well. It’s a quick tool for a macro view of 
ways to add more self-care and self-love into your Life. Because when we 

love ourselves up, we make better choices for our world and our place in it. 

The purpose of this eBook is to celebrate YOU. It’s to allow you to get 
intimate and protective of the 8 self-care areas that you will learn about, so 

that you can approach each new situation, questioning the value it brings to 
your overall happiness, health, and well-being. While it shouldn’t take long 

for you to read through the following pages, the longer time spent should be 
in self-reflection. Give your thoughts and emotions time to marinate when 

journaling your answers, and allow yourself quiet time to make new personal 
empowerment discoveries about yourself.

We’ve been taught to believe that taking care of others before taking care of 

ourselves makes us good, and that serving others first makes us nice. We 
wonder if we don’t take care of the ones we love, then who will? We’re led to 

think that self-sacrificing our own needs is just the right thing to do. We’re 
afraid of appearing selfish, or greedy, or worse, being judged by others.    

And we want people to like us. 

It’s no wonder that we lose our sense of Self. No mystery on how our self-
worth ends up high up on a shelf. We’re processing and doing and serving 

others at warp speed, and we’ve become really good at it. But being       
self-sacrificing isn’t sustainable.
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When we put our own needs on the back 

burner often enough, in time we become 
resentful and exhausted. 

And if we begin to unravel, how can we do 

what we came to this Lifetime to do? How 
can we fulfill our purpose in this space and 

time, or help others to fulfill theirs, if we 
aren’t feeling our best and fully owning our 

magnificence? 

Our 8 Self-Care Areas:

Based on years of personal experience, 

education, and study, time over time, I’ve 
seen these 8 self-care areas make or break 

the well-being of my own world and of those 
around me:

this ebook will 

help you to:

See the magic 
of your physical 

existence 

Be kinder to yourself, 
and protective of the 

beauty inside you

Restore the 
tenderness you once 

felt about yourself, and 
the excitement that 
you get to be you

Unapologetically 
put yourself first

Discover what 
thoughts, actions, 

people and habits are 
no longer serving you

Be ‘mindful
of your mindset’ 

Learn 8 self-care
areas that collectively 

can be an inner 
compass for helping

you to find your center

Your Sleep

Your Spirituality

Your Food & Water

Your Love

Your Physical Movement

Your Mindset

The People in Your World

Your Habits
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These areas of our human experience are essential to our good fortune 

because they can make or break our happiness, and our physical, spiritual, 
and mental state of being. People ask: But what about my job? My 

bankruptcy? My heartbreak? My illness? My cranky neighbor? With very few 
exceptions (certain illnesses being one of them), step by step over time, we 

have created the situations surrounding us.  

Both directly and indirectly, these 8 self-care areas hold our power by either 
empowering and firing us upward, or shackling and anchoring us down. They 

will either ignite or extinguish our ancient wisdom, our self-confidence, our 
self-esteem, our sex appeal, and our daily well-being, depending on the role 

and significance we give to them in our daily lives. 
 

Depending on how much attention we give to these 8 self-care areas, they 
determine how we’ll react to a pissed-off driver during rush hour and how 

we feel about ourselves when we look in the mirror. Together or separately, 
they decide the relationships we allow ourselves to get in (and stay in) and 

tell us where to spend our dollars. They dictate how small or big a world we 
build for ourselves and whether we’re enjoying our journey. 

Our mindset is crafted from the way we feel we each day - it’s a cyclical flow. 

The more we allow ourselves to become addicted in receiving self-love, 
compassion, and gratitude into our minds, bodies and spirits, self-

preservation becomes a top priority.

First, what do you value?

Check in with your value system. What really matters to you? What are your 

deal breakers? When push comes to shove, what will you fight for, go to bat 
for, sweat to the finish line for? And are you on that list?
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Because here’s the thing. If we don’t really want something bad enough for 

ourselves and our worlds, it won’t happen. Whatever we breathe our Life 
and energy into will begin to sprout and then blossom big over time. Rarely 

is there a push-the-button or rip-the-Band-Aid-off fix to anything that’s held 
space in our lives for a long time. 

We don’t get into debt, gain 100 pounds, find ourselves in unfulfilling 

relationships, or wear out our shoes overnight. It’s every dollar we spend, 
morsel we eat, minute we don’t spend exercising, person we keep in our 

Life, and step we take that could make these things happen. All are choices 
we make every day. Some things we really desire and other things are just 

nice to have. So, what are your deal breakers? 

Expand. Sustain. Find your genius. 

Make it a habit of asking yourself this question: Does this (experience, 
thought, person, food, thing) bring to my Life, Expansion or Contraction? 

Author Danielle LaPorte offers this million-dollar question: What sustains you 

and what exhausts you? And my dear friend Muneeza Ahmed, a health coach 
and energy healer, recommends doing a regular check-in with yourself, to 

see if we’re “standing in our genius spot’’ and to ask: Am I operating from 
my Higher Self? 

If the answer is even close to contraction, exhaustion, or hanging out with a 

less-than-stellar version of You, why are you living even one more day 
(better still, wasting even one more moment) with the situation? Why are 

you settling for less than what your divine existence came into this physical 
life form for? Why are you welcoming anything into your life that makes you 

feel anything less than amazing? 
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It’s not a matter of deserving happiness. Everyone deserves to be happy. It’s 

a matter of the mindset we cloak ourselves in every day and the choices we 
make. It’s a matter of what we value and what we give our attention to. 

It’s a matter of every single choice we make from the moment we become 
conscious each morning, to the second we enter our inner worlds of dream 

state at the end of our day.

Things don’t just ‘make their way’ into our daily spaces. We chose the 
thoughts that we let last linger in our minds, the food that we let last enter 

into our bodies, the jobs that we show up to every day, the people we let 
stay in our world, and the things that we continue doing because we’ve 

allowed them to become habits. If anything in our personal sacred space 
feels yucky or sucks the joy from us, or if we feel resentful toward it, it’s 

because we continue to let it rent energy and space in our world. Our 
situations can be changed by making better choices. No, not by morning. 

But yes, eventually.

If you are breathing, you are making choices.

With few exceptions, if we are breathing, every moment of every day we are 

conceiving, deciding on, committing to, and setting into motion choices that 
make or break our happiness, our health, and the overall enjoyment we get 

from being who we get to be. It's not complicated, and it's really that 
simple. 

For most of us, our legs swing us over the side of the bed each morning and 

propel our bodies into forward motion, ready to ‘tackle’ a new day. So it’s 
easy to take for granted that each new sunrise is just another one in a 

rolling sea of endless mornings that we've got coming to us. The sense of 
‘tomorrow’ is actually a crippling mask because it beckons us to wait. Wait to 

‘begin’ new resolutions, wait to fulfill lingering commitments, or wait to 
begin loving ourselves more deeply. 
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Tomorrow is a fraud because it’s really just an extension of today with a long 

rest in between. If we’re not mindful, tomorrow can bulldoze our intentions 
to invest in ourselves today. 

I’ve been guilty of this for years. Each time I saw my ‘personal crashes’ 

coming, but I kept thinking maybe this time it'll be different. Maybe this time 
I can outwit my body and sneak in one more late night on the computer 

(lacking sleep). Or double up on my workout tomorrow (lacking exercise).  
Or work harder to ‘earn’ scheduled time two weeks from next Thursday to 

meditate, call a friend, or buy the ingredients for a new recipe (lacking self-
reflection, connection, and healthy food). Or grow a tougher skin before 

seeing that person who brings down my energy. Maybe this time my 
relationship will grow pretty, fluttery wings and lift itself up overnight. Maybe 

this time I can ignore my screaming intuition that is banging down my door 
with hammers and rocks and I-Told-You-So’s. 

Make authentic choices.

So often we ignore instinctual warning signs that come from ourselves (body 
and spirit) because we think (from our mind) that what’s in our head knows 

better than our intuition does. Or we’re fully aware of the better choices that 
we should making, but want to be happy now instead of later. We keep 

bringing back into our lives the things (thoughts, people, food, habits) that 
don’t serve us well because we’re busy. Tired. Lazy. Avoiding conflict. Low on 

resources. Procrastinating. Or really just don’t know how to get out of the 
quicksand we’ve fallen into.

Making authentic choices (ones that we know will serve us well in the long 

run) even just for today, will remind us in 24 hours what feeling awesome 
felt like yesterday and we’ll want it again tomorrow. Authentic choices will 

very literally improve our quality of LIVING. Almost instantly, we grow 
happier in the areas of our life that we’re giving attention to because these 
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new choices become our new normal. And the more we keep adding good 

on top of good on top of good, it eventually becomes magnificent. We 
become magnificent. Cause and effect. It’s really that simple. What we put 

our attention to grows. 

Take on a JFT mindset. Just For Today. And then keep on doing it.

Listen. If something or someone doesn’t feed us in a way so that our inner 
light grows brighter, it wasn’t meant to have a permanent place in our lives, 

because we are meant to shine. This isn’t suggesting that everything around 
us should be (or can be) kumbaya or self-serving all the time. However, if 

we’re not cultivating and marinating on the high-powered thoughts and 
people and food and habits that bring us joy more often than not, then we’re 

not igniting our mojo. And if we’re not igniting our mojo, our spirits aren’t 
dancing. And our spirits are meant to dance.

The worst part about settling with stuff that doesn’t feel good to us is that 

the more we settle, the quicker it becomes our new M.O. – our new way of 
operating. We begin to expect less than stellar for our world, and this is the 

red flag we send to the Universe and everyone around us, because our 
energy is an invisible, yet powerful, messenger. 

Do the things that keep you moving forward.

A Universal Truth: It’s not a matter of doing things perfectly because that 

would imply we’ve reached the almighty end, with no room ever left for 
improvement. Instead, it’s a matter of doing a series of self-loving, ‘good 

feeling’ things that keep us moving forward, even when we have days where 
we do nothing at all; because doing nothing when done mindfully is actually 

being, and this kind of personal spiritual refueling is needed too. 
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And as we begin to evolve, grow, change, transform, and continue to feel 

good in old and new ways, the very things that enable us to feel good will 
keep evolving too. The idea here is to keep finding your unique balance as it 

keeps changing.

This isn't new stuff. Nothing I’m sharing is a new thought. In fact, it's quite 
ancient and timeless. It's what many of us know already, but regularly 

choose to ignore, because the satisfaction of feeling good for the moment 
usually outweighs the promise of feeling better for the long run.

Our needs change at different times in our lives. As our timelines evolve with 

age and wisdom and experience and roles, what served us well before isn’t 
likely to keep us humming moving forward. 

The needs I’m talking about are whatever it is that enables our spirits to 

soar, that allows our physical energy to flow with ease and joy, and that 
allows us to connect with those moments where we’re tuned IN and turned 

ON to our precise unique frequency and vibrational balance. That moment 
when we feel rooted in time and space and know that this is the very spot 

where we are most precisely supposed to standing. I’m talking about the 
things that make us feel somersault amazing, limitless, awe-inspiring, and 

10 years old again, with our hearts wide open and our faces to the sun. We 
have this in us already. From our incarnation, it’s always been with us. We 

just need to crowd out the not-so-good stuff we’ve collected over the years 
and bring in more of the brighter, lighter, and more meaningful things.

And know this: It’s not about keeping score on how well you do (or don’t 

do). It’s about doing at least one thing better today than you did 
yesterday. It might be removing a thought or person or food or habit from 

your Life that no longer serves your higher good. Or perhaps it’s adding one 
of these items to your Life. This is for you to discover and decide. 

Remember the old saying of how to eat an elephant? One bite at a time.
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Sweet Universe! 
My spirit has been matched with the most perfect body and mind

 that I will need to fulfill my journey this time around. 
I know my time in this physical form 

here on Earth is not random nor without purpose.  

I have been inserted into a time and space 
where my existence is most precisely needed. 

I was sent here with an invitation to experience my purpose; 
to ignite out loud for others, what I know in myself to be true.

I welcome and am kind to the heartbreaks, disappointments, fear, 

and shadows that show up because I know they have an orchestrated place in 
my timeline. I know that is my job to love and care for myself deeply,

because I cannot help heal in others what I haven’t already healed in myself.

The kaleidoscope of my existence each time around has been carefully 
selected,  but I know I am never without free will. It is my responsibility to 

continue watering this human harvest you have entrusted to me. 

All opportunities, thoughts, habits, and decisions are of my own making. 
It is up to me to write my own story of my time spent here. 

Each new day I step forward into my best possible Self by caressing my many 

young spirits forever long ago with love and kindness, forgiveness 
and courage. I know of my divine journey here and the beauty that it is. 

 daily affirmation

I am a beauty equal to the Universe.
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You must be in love with 
the very things you are 

trying to protect:

your human mind,
your physical body,
your divine spirit.
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Sleep isn’t a sexy-sounding topic. But if you’re not getting enough sleep 
every night, by far, this is the first area of your life that needs immediate 

attention and love. Our bodies simply cannot operate optimally without 
deep resting and renewal. We need to sleep enough. Oftentimes, this 

becomes the wiggle room in the schedule of our busy lives, but if being 
healthy and feeling good is important to you (and it must be, or you 

wouldn’t be reading this), then you must begin here. 

Because this is an eBook, we won’t dive into long scientific findings like 

brain plasticity (an important correlation between how our brain 
becomes structured and organized, depending on how much sleep we 

get). Or theories like energy metabolism (which suggests that our body 
temperature and caloric demand reduces by 10% when we sleep, to 

preserve energy resources for our waking hours). Or how essential 
growth hormones are released while we sleep (which rejuvenates our 

cells and helps our body’s ability to heal). 

Instead, here’s the bottom line. Internally, our bodies need time to 

rebuild major restorative functions. In the fashion of Traditional Chinese 
Medicine, sleep is the nighttime Yin (contractive) to our daily Yang 

(expansive), which is our physical and mental activity. Think of a weight-
lifter. The reason she waits a day in between workouts is so that the 

muscles that ‘ripped’ or ‘tore’ during her last workout have time to heal 
and rebuild, which makes her body stronger. 

Our bodies are the same way. Our nighttime sleep works with our daily 
food intake, and habits, to restore and make stronger our insides while 

we sleep. This is why warnings about not eating before bed is true – our 
bodies can’t be at its peak healing performance if it’s tackling the job of 

1. your sleep
           REPAIR, RENEW & REVISIT
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digestion too. We revisit our natural restorative state when we sleep, and 

we give our body a break from needing to ‘process’ all that it does for us 
during the day. 

If that’s not enough to convince you, think of what happens externally 
when we’re sleep deprived. We feel hungrier, and look to food and 

caffeine to jumpstart our engines. Our mental energy is low, our 
judgment isn’t as sharp, and our motivation and memory weakens. Our 

personality shifts, and our motor skills go south. And as we change our 
own personal energy, we affect the energy all around us.

When I begin to feel run down, the very first thing I look at is how 
much sleep I’m getting each night. There was a time years ago when I 

marveled (and sometimes boasted) that I only ‘needed’ five or six hours 
of sleep each night. Around the clock I’d work, learn, read, play, and 

exercise, only stopping to rest long enough so that I wouldn’t pass out. 

For many months at a time as a single mother, unknowing of the health 

risks, I chose to live this way. I juggled a full-time corporate job, 
attended college online, exercised daily, organized community workshops, 

raised a child, and more. I tell you with great experience and conviction 
that the adrenaline and excitement for whatever project we’re working 

won’t last for long. Our bodies will weaken without enough sleep. Our 
‘will’ to steal time from our sleep and burn our candle at both ends will 

never outlast our physical, mental, and emotional needs for deep resting 
and nightly body healing. 

When we get enough sleep on a regular basis, we have the first building 
block for all other things healthy to build from.

“Man is a genius when he is dreaming.”  
Akira Kurosawa
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Is it any surprise that people who practice some form of spirituality in 

their lives are the happiest? I’m not talking about manmade religion. 

I mean an interconnectedness, One Love. A ‘Hey sister, hey Brother, we’re 

on this human journey together’ kind of spirituality. You don’t often see a 
person with a reverence for their existence, or a connection to the 

Universe, abusing their bodies or the world around them. 

They get that whatever happens to some of us will eventually affect all of 

us, because we’re a collective energy that swims together. No matter how 
we differ in a physical sense, the spiritual single source from which we 

were created, arrived, and through Lifetimes have existed has and always 
will be eternally whole.  

When we bow to our existence, everything and everyone around us 
changes. We begin to care about the quality of everything that we let into 

our lives. We become protective of who we let enter our physical spaces 
and energy fields, and who leaves imprints in our memory. We buy 

healthier foods and take longer looks at our bodies. We give grace and  
let go of ideas, things, and people that no longer (or never did) serve us. 

And we begin to realize that every fellow traveler everywhere is just like 
us, but with different skins, names, and stories – which then grows for us 

a higher kind of love, compassion, and connection for all fellow beings 
that we share our time and space with, past, present, and future. 

All good things begin by honoring ourselves first.

2. your spirituality
           BELIEVE YOU ARE HERE ON PURPOSE
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Embracing a daily spiritual practice moves us closer to our original 
source. Back to our Home Base. The closest we’ll ever be to this original 

source during our physical time here on this planet is when we arrived, 
and when we leave. Human evolutionary reasons of modern culture, 

economics, lineage, tradition, religion, and more, have made us forget 
during our ‘in between’ time here what our subconscious knew when we 

entered this world – that our existence, our very essence, time and time 
again, is magnificent and nothing less of a miracle. 

Just think of all that had to happen in all of the history of evolutionary 
existence for us to be here at all. It’s mighty astounding! And next to this 

place of awe should live our deepest gratitude and sense of purposeful 
existence. 

Believing that we arrived on purpose connects us to our indigenous 
roots. It brings back into focus the deepest part of ourselves, and 

reunites us with our Life’s core, our center, our balance of equilibrium. 
Having a personal spiritual practice reminds us of the kind of existence 

that we want to have during our time here with other fellow travelers. It 
serves as an internal compass that keeps directing us to back to our 

native places of expansion and enlightenment and empowerment.

Having a personal spiritual practice, regardless of what it looks like, gives us 
a purpose and faith that we being here matters. It offers a Universal 
guidance and helps us to see the purposefulness of our presence in the 

here and now.

“Make your own Bible. Select and collect all the words and sentences 
that in all your readings have been to you like the blast of a trumpet.”  

Ralph Waldo Emerson
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In March 2000, Reader’s Digest captured a powerful quote by singer-

songwriter Alanis Morissette. I see my body as an instrument, rather than 
an ornament, she announced.   

When I read this for the first time years later (in a Debbie Ford 
newsletter), I felt an immediate surge of gratitude for the body I had 

been given. In my mid-thirties at the time, I became fully aware for the 
first time just how fortunate I was to have been given a set of ‘working 

body parts’ to call my own. 

Our bodies are designed so wondrously that even a star-studded team of 

the most gifted doctors and brilliant scientists could never fully 
understand its phenomena. The physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual 

aspects of the human body are just too complex and awe-inspiring. 

It’s easy to take for granted what we’ve had since birth and what we feel 

is our birthright to own. And when we don’t recognize this privilege we’ve 
been given (of being granted a body on loan), we inevitably don’t realize 

the power that comes with it. Like the power of choosing good things 
to keep strong our human vehicle. 

Simply, what we put inside of us becomes us. From the inside out, over 
time we become the food that we let enter into our bodies. It feeds (or 

starves) our brains, nourishes (or depletes) our organs, and affects every 
organism, function, and all the cells that we get to call our own. Our food 

choices and the habits surrounding the way we eat influences whether 
we’ll be healthy, or become ill. 

The beauty is that we decide how we will use food in our bodies.

3. your food & water
           NURTURE YOUR HUMAN VEHICLE
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Just because something is chewable and can enter our body, doesn’t 

mean it belongs there, or doesn’t have to go through hell to find its way 
out. The mechanics of all the churning, computing, and absorbing that 

our internal tapestry needs to orchestrate and perform every time we 
give it something to digest is only as durable as we grow it to be. If we 

don’t make nourishing choices for our bodies, our human vehicles (just 
like the cars we drive) will break down much sooner than they were 

designed to. 

As for water, do you know how really critical pure water is to the human 

body? Listen to this. An average adult body is made up of 60-70% water, 
and this decreases when we’re overweight. If we’re as little as even one 

quart short, we’re prone to losing our cognitive function and ability to 
concentrate. Lacking a gallon of water causes a bad headache, and a two-

gallon loss can land us in the hospital. When more fluid is lost than we 
take in, it affects our muscles, nerve functions, digestion, absorption of 

nutrients, balance of minerals, regulations of body temperature, and 
more. We need daily water, often, and lots of it.  

Feeding our body right is all about being mindful and honoring our 
individual constitutions – regarding what’s enough, what’s too much, 

what feels good and what doesn’t, what we need, what we lack, and what 
our ethical and cultural beliefs are. It’s about saying No, Thank You more 

often than not to foods or drinks that feel good at the moment but keep 
us feeling crummy long after the meal is over. 

And it’s knowing that before anything ever reaches your mouth, every 
working, living part inside of us is hoping it will be something good. 

“Man seeks to change the foods available in nature to suit his tastes,
thereby putting an end to the very essence of life contained in them.”  

Sai Baba
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When I was in high school, someone wrote under her senior photo this 

quote: If you see someone without a smile, give them one of yours. 

The year was 1985. She was a shy and quiet girl who didn’t talk with 

many people. I always wondered if that was her way of crying out to the 
Universe (or at the very least, our modest school in Milford, Connecticut) 

for love.

In 1943, humanistic psychologist Abraham Maslow wrote a book called   

‘A Theory of Human Motivation’ that famously revealed his theories on 
the hierarchy of our basic human needs. On a high-to-low scale of 1 to 5, 

‘Love and Belonging’ placed third, sandwiched between Physiological (1), 
Safety (2), Esteem (4), and Self-Actualization (5). 

His theory was that when we feel connected to another human being, 
either one on one, in a community, on a team, or in a family, we feel a 

strong comfort and sense of purpose, and we feel good about ourselves.

And I’ve seen this to be true. Over the years at the many self-growth 

workshops that I’ve attended or produced, whenever group circles formed 
and deep sharing began, I witnessed two reoccurring themes unfold. 

The first is that people everywhere, at one time or another, commonly 
feel a sense of overall unworthiness – of love, success, good fortune, or 

attention. It didn’t matter if they actually had all of these things already. 
What mattered was that they didn’t feel worthy of having them.

The second loss I see people experience is a longing for love and 
connection. I’ve watched people’s emotions transform right in front of 

me, just by being able to share their feelings out loud and to the group.

4. your love
           GIVE YOUR LOVE AWAY
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Because when we offer our deep listening and rapt attention to others, 

they feel seen. And when people feel seen, they feel loved. Their unmet 
need to be loved, right then, in that moment and space, is met. 

Spiritual author Marianne Williamson said, “You have to make a space in 
your heart, in your mind, and in your life itself for authentic human 

connection.” We cannot attract in others what we haven’t first cultivated 
in ourselves. When we give respect, love, and authenticity to our worlds 

first, our glow appeals to others, and the right people will find their way 
to us. People who we want and need love from, and people who want and 

need the same from us. We create this harmony on our end first.

It’s a matter of letting go of our egos and judgments and fears. It’s a 

matter of disarming ourselves and being ready to lay down our love 
wherever and whenever we feel called to. It’s a matter of being willing to 

look silly or feel rejected when someone isn’t ready for us, or journeying 
on the same path that we are. It’s knowing that whatever we give away, 

the Universe rewards us with more of the same. And it’s recognizing that 
just because one person doesn’t show us love, it doesn’t mean that we’re 

not lovable or deserving of love from others. Because we are. 

Loving someone because we can, or just because they’re a fellow human 

along for the ride, is pretty cool. It gives us practice in the art of giving 
without the expectation of receiving, and it creates a ripple effect of 

people doing good for others just for the sake of doing it. 

Loving another celebrates our collective human spirit. It makes us whole.

P.S. One of my favorite ever videos on love is right here. Enjoy! 

“If you contribute to the enlightenment 
of even one human being, consider yourself blessed.”  

The Buddha
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In yoga class one Saturday morning years ago, my teacher said six words to   
her students that I will never forget:

Just show up to your mat. 

Her philosophy was that no matter what excuse (real or imagined) we had for 

not doing our yoga practice on any given day, if we just ‘showed up’ to our 
mats, we did more than just set the intention. Even if we spent only five 

minutes on the mat that day, it would be five minutes more than if we never 
showed up at all. And chances are, once we began, we’d keep at it longer.

Being physically active is important for so many reasons. But I think there’s a 

more spiritually simple (and convincing) reason to take great care of our 
bodies, even beyond the many health benefits we read about everywhere. 

Our body is our Life’s container. It is our sacred holy temple and is the 

only one that we’ve got coming to us this time around. Taking care of our 
human vessels should be a top priority. And an incredible honor. 

Our mighty Universe invested in our individual journeys by loaning us these 

magnificently complex machines to use as our human vehicles. Walking and 
dancing and moving around as much as we can should be a joy to us, and it 

should feel like a privilege, not a chore. We should want to jump around and 
use the stairs and roll down grassy hills and turn happy somersaults simply 

because we can. Whatever we can do right now, with great emotion, we 
should do it. 

5. your physical movement
           KEEP YOUR BODY STRONG
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When my good friend Dijana hops on the treadmill, she turns her mind chatter 

into positive reinforcement. “I remind myself with every leg swing that my 
body is getting stronger,” she told me with delight. 

Another positive-minded friend who doesn’t set limits for herself is my gal 

Sharon, whose high school gym teacher told her years ago that she was 
uncoordinated and ridiculed her in front of the class. For many years, she 

dialed up her mindset to hear his words, until she decided to visit a gym in 
2011. Today, Sharon runs circles around the men in her local gym, and she 

has reinvented her body from the inside out as a result of her fascination with 
what her body can ‘do.’ 

Sometimes it’s just a matter of letting go with the mindset of Divine, Surprise 

Me. Show me what you got. We witness our own human physical potential by 
watching movie actors transform their bodies in order to fit a character’s film 

role. They reconstruct themselves inside and out with different forms of body 
movement, giving rebirth to their human physical potential.

If we began to give just 5% more physical play and movement to our limbs 

and spine and muscles today, what might they surprise us with tomorrow? 
And if we created one.day.at.a.time habits of regular physical activity, how 

much more awesome might our ‘new normal’ feel compared to today?

Giving ourselves permission to be still and connecting with our bodies can 
cause miracles. Because our bodies want to feel good and were designed to 

feel good. When we fall into the amazement of being inside this Life at 
all, we will become protective of our physical shell that keeps us here.
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What is your personal core message? If you only had three minutes to share 
with a stranger what makes you tick, what topic would you choose to talk 

about? When you were younger, what were the kinds of things you thought 
about? Imagine laying on your childhood bed, looking out the window in a 

cozy daydream. What did you pretend your future to look like? 

Before Mastin Kipp hit the big-time as a celebrity blogger, he was a 28-year-
old unemployed recovering drug addict with gout. Living in an 8’ x 8’ backyard 

pool house that belonged to his ex-girlfriend’s parents, he recalls the day he 
asked his Creator why he was living in such a small space. This is the size of 

your faith, was the answer he got back. 

We can’t ask from the Universe what we don’t think we deserve. Just because 
we think the ingredients of our lives should be different (happier, healthier, 

easier), if we don’t actually believe we are worthy of these things, and if we 
don’t create the basket for all of these things to fall into, they won’t appear. 

Whatever we want is already out there. If we’re able to envision it, it’s already 

created. We just need to experiment with the combination, the ingredients, 
that it will take to breathe LIFE into it. What if the recipe for your amazing Life 

is already written and is just waiting for you to mix the ingredients together? 

American poet Henry David Thoreau put it best. If you have built castles in 
the air, your work need not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the 

foundations under them.

6. your mindset
           CREATE A BETTER BELIEF SYSTEM
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Did you know that The Beatles were rejected by a record label and told they 

had no future in show business? At 30 years old, Steve Jobs was fired from 
the company he started. Walt Disney was fired from a newspaper for lacking 

imagination. Oprah Winfrey was demoted from her news anchor job and told 
she wasn’t fit for television. J.K. Rowling’s first Harry Potter book was rejected 

by 12 publishing houses. Albert Einstein was told by his teachers that he 
wouldn’t amount to much. 

And I once worked with a man whose daughter attended an elementary 

school up through fourth grade. Hopeville School was old, ashen, and badly in 
need of repair. Many teachers looked defeated, and discipline of the kids was 

less than ideal. “Yet when Erica grew older, she would come up with these 
delusional memories of how wonderful it was, when in fact it was just a 

dumpy old school,” my friend Tom gaped to me at the time. 

The beauty in sharing these stories is that all of these people beat to their 
own drum, and kept true to a positive mindset, no matter what anyone 

around them tried to make them believe. In the earlier stories above, our 
world stage was forever changed by these pioneers who ignored their 

naysayers and remained devoted to a higher vision of themselves instead. 
In Erica’s case, her refusal to see nothing but illumination and goodness 

around her when she was younger has now created a childhood love story for 
her soul. 

Our mindset, over time, will always be the master designer our world. 
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As human beings, we’re changing constantly. With every book we read,     
meal we eat, or thing we do. As long as we’re breathing, our personalities, 

preferences, values, and creative ideas continue to evolve. Every moment that 
we’re awake or spend time with others we’re forming opinions, changing our 

minds, and deciding what feels good and what doesn’t. In so many moments, 
one after another, we become different people than who we were last year, 

last week, or even yesterday. 

Attending a lecture can change our point of view. Watching a movie can stir 
up memories we’d long forgotten. And meeting someone less fortunate than 

us can create an instant paradigm shift in the way we live our lives or spend 
time helping others. Everyday, things all around us are changing the way we 

look at Life and at ourselves. As WE change, we assume and trust that the 
people in our worlds will silently and agreeably all change right along with us. 

These expectations that we subconsciously create and cast onto others are 

often a source for our unhappiness. We remember experiences from our past 
and let them dictate to our minds how others should treat us, how we expect 

them to behave towards us, and how we require them to make us feel. 

We gather up the lessons that we’ve decided we’ve learned over time,  
sprinkle in some of our unmet childhood needs (yes, we all have these), and 

then come to conclusions on how people are supposed to co-mingle with us, 
and serve our emotions. Rarely do we even let them know that we have these 

expectations to begin with. We put a lot of pressure on our interactions (and 
outcomes) with others by inherently expecting them to be who we need them 

to be for us. 

7. the people in your world  
           BUILD A LIKE-MINDED TRIBE
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When we come to the table with ideologies of how a person is supposed to act 

(or not act), or what they should have said (or not said), we set ourselves up 
for disappointment. We should seek to meet people at our ‘in-between’ space, 

that mutual middle ground that sits between us, and separates where we are 
and where they are. That breath between where their personal truth begins, 

and where ours do. Our shared common ground of sacredness and likeness. 

Baseball great Yogi Berra famously said, If you don’t know where you’re 
going, you might wind up someplace else. Likewise, attracting people who are 

positive-minded and HAPPY should be a critical part of our personal road map.

In 2008 I wanted to find people who were like me. I wanted in my Life people 
who marveled about their mind, body, spirit, and the world around us.           

First, I mentally created intentions for the kind of kinsfolk I wanted to attract 
to my world, and then went online and used Meetup.com to create a local  

community group, with a call-to-action for all kindred spirits to unite. 

And because my original intent came from a place of what mattered to me, 
and because I believed that my tribe was out there somewhere and I just had 

to build the yellow brick road to find them, my Meetup group today has over 
1,000 current members, and spans across Connecticut and beyond.  

Finding people who lift us up, who see our Light, and who view things in a 

positive way, can literally give to our worlds a whole new lens. Having like-
minded others in our daily spaces who genuinely celebrate our victories, 

encourage our learning, show us ways to improve ourselves, and even call us 
out when we go off course, will expand our world exponentially.

“No matter how old you are, when you go out in the world,
it is best to hold hands and stick together.”  

Robert Fulghum
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God, the Universe, Divine, Spirit, Buddha - whatever it is that we hold 
reverence higher than ourselves, knew who we were going to be before 

we were made. Woody Allen has quipped, If you want to make God laugh, 
tell Him your plans. But that doesn’t mean that we don’t have the free 

will to create our own course during our time here. It just means that our 
potential isn’t handed to us. The recipe for our potential is designed by 

the things that we choose to put into it, and these ingredients come 
from the choices that we make every day. In other words, our habits.  

Our habits invite others to join our sacred party, because they advertise 

our personal value system. We naturally attract others to our tribe who 
value the same things that we do. The Law of Attraction affirms that by 

planting good things (people, habits, thoughts, ideas) in our everyday 
lives, more of these things will grow because like attracts like. 

This is why it’s important to know not only what we do want, but also 

what we don’t want. By recognizing what doesn’t feel good, we’re able to 
know what direction not to go in. It’s like a reverse map that guides us to 

the right paths (there can be many) so that we can recognize, focus on, 
and move in the direction of what does feel good. The Law of Attraction 

energetically and vibrationally will always harvest what we sow. 

When we say no to what we don’t want in our lives, we leave room to say 
Yes! to what matters most. When we clear up our calendars, clean out 

our refrigerators, bodies, and minds, and separate ourselves from people 
and relationships that make us feel yucky, we make space for the really 

good stuff to arrive. 

8. your habits
           PLANT GOOD THINGS
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Habits are just choices that we keep making over and over again. How 

brilliant is it that we get to choose every single day what and whom we 
will color our worlds with? Sometimes we even make a decision by 

choosing not to decide. (Stop, Go, and Procrastinate are all decisions). 

The way we frequently treat ourselves becomes our ‘normal.’ Habits form, 
whether we planned for them or not. Regardless of why we eat the things 

that we do, or self-sabotage our thoughts when no one’s looking, or 
spend time with the wrong people, when actions are recycled again and 

again, it becomes our end-of-the-day subconscious contract with the 
Universe of how we want our world to be. It’s the signal and instructions 

that we send out for Karma to create our destiny.

When I lose my momentum or fall off course from where I want to be,     
I remind myself that Grammy-nominee Jewel wrote her first songs in the 

back of a van that she lived in. J.K. Rowling typed her first Harry Potter 
book in cafés, as a single mother, with her then young daughter in tow. It 

took Henry Ford’s inventor team over one year to design what became 
the one-block V-8 motor in 1932. And Thomas Edison was famously 

reported to have failed 10,000 times before inventing the light bulb. 

What makes these people extraordinary is their commitment to do 
something again and again, day after day, regardless of their situations or 

past failed attempts. They had the unwavering mindset to create habits 
that they knew would eventually bring to them the results they wanted. 

They knew the secret of commitment and had the faith that if they did 
their part, the Universe would deliver to them what they had planted.  
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The best time to plant a 
tree was 20 years ago. 

The second best time is now.
Chinese proverb

www.rosaconti.com



This exercise will help you to discover which self-care areas are presently missing 
from your life. The 8 self-care areas are listed along the bottom of the chart 
below. The 10 grading levels for you to choose from are on the vertical left.

These 10 levels are for you to measure the ‘health’ of your 8 self-care areas.

Begin with the first column (Sleep) and select a number from 1-10 to indicate 
whether this self-care area has felt Expansive or Contractive to you lately.

    1 = Contractive/Needs Love     10 = Expansive/Standing in your Genius Spot

my weekly self-care needs
ASSESSMENT

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

1
Sleep

2
Spirituality

3
Food

& Water

4
Love

5
Physical 

Movement

6
Mindset

7
People

8
Habits
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Identify your 5 lowest scores from the previous page.

List them in order below.

The 5 areas needing my attention right now are:

1.  ________________________

2.  ________________________

3.  ________________________

4.  ________________________

5.  ________________________

       

1. On the numeric lines (1-5) on the following page, list the 5 areas shown
in the grey box above. These are the areas of your life that you identified 
as feeling less Expansive than others. These 5 areas are recognized as the 
ones most needing your attention and love right now. 

2. On the alpha lines (A-J) on the following page, list two daily Mindful 
Actions you can take (and will commit to doing) that you know over 
7 days will make you feel happier and healthier in the applicable areas. 

3. Track progress of your 10 Mindful Actions on a daily basis, by marking each 
day (M-SU), indicating that you stayed loving and caring to yourself. 
Kiss the mirror and give yourself a hug each day you do this. 

my weekly self-care needs
FOCUS AREAS
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my weekly self-care needs
INTENTION TRACKING

Areas needing my Love and Attention (1-5)
Mindful Actions I can take (A-J) M TU W TH F SA SU

1
A

B

2
C

D

3
E

F

4
G

H

5
I

J
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Describe the happiest and healthiest version of you that you can envision. 
How do you feel? What do you look like? How do you dress? What do you eat? 

What do you do for a living? How do you spend your time? How do you spend 
your money? What is your morning ritual? How do you respond to stressful 

situations? What type of people do you hang out with? What kind of habits do 
you have? What do you like to learn about? What type of items do you keep in 

your home? How do you care for your mind, your body, your spirit? Who do 
you think looks to YOU as THEIR role model?

What do you like about them? What do they have that you want? How do they 
act? How do they respond to stressful situations? What type of people do they 

hang out with? How do they spend their time? What do they value? What are 
their interests? How do they treat others? How do they take care of 

themselves? What do you think they were like growing up? What is their 
spiritual practice? Who do you think THEIR role models are?

bonus: more self-reflection time 
PERSONAL GROWTH Q&A
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1. WHAT IS THE HIGHEST VISION YOU HOLD FOR YOURSELF? 

2. WHO ARE YOUR ROLE MODELS AND WHY? 

Find a quiet personal space where you can sit or lay down comfortably. 
Look at these questions. Do a body scan. How does your body feel as you 

begin to explore these thoughts? What memories or dreams come to 
mind? Journal on what speaks the loudest and holds the most meaning for 

you right now. Be free. Cry. Write. Be messy. Give yourself permission.
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What are the Top 3 biggest transformations you could have in your life right 

now? Your coming-of-age, WOW, Look at her! or How did he do THAT! story?

What deep memory, fear, or belief is buried inside your subconscious that 

prevents you from chasing after what you know would make you happy? What 
old scenes from your past are on constant replay in your heart and head? 

What did you begin to believe long ago (or even recently) that has built a 

brick wall between you and feeling good? Whom are you trying to prove 
something to? And what are you trying to prove to yourself?

What obstacles have kept you stuck up to this point? Can you prove they are 
real? How long have they been in your life? Who put them there and when did 

you allow them to? Are they really obstacles, stuck with you forever and ever? 

What do you authentically know about your obstacles to be true? (e.g., “I’m 
not really stuck at this job. I just don’t feel like looking for another.” “My debt 

really isn’t insurmountable. If I stopped spending, I could pay it down.”) 

If someone offered you a reward (for a value you hold sacred) to find a 
solution for removing your ‘obstacle,’ how creative would you get?
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5. WHAT ARE YOUR IMAGINED OBSTACLES? 

4. WHAT THOUGHTS OR STORIES ARE YOU HOLDING ONTO? 

3. WHAT ARE YOUR 3 BIGGEST TRANSFORMATIONS UP AHEAD? 
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Who are your biggest fans? Who has the Universe placed in your world to lift 

you higher, and are you allowing them to serve their role? What resources are 
available to you through the people in your life who care about you? How is 

your pride or modesty keeping you safe and protected in your shell, instead of 
asking others for help, advice, resources, or love?

If your life were a movie, how would you write (or rewrite) your storyline? 

What truths would you see about your life standing outside your forest that 
you wouldn’t see standing in the middle of it? What values would you want 

your heroine to have, and what choices would you root for her to make in 
order to reach her fairy tale ending? 

What co-characters would you cheer on to remain in her life, and whom would 

you wisely write out of the script? What would you hope she saw happening in 
the background behind her, that didn’t serve her higher purpose?

What subconscious contract do you make with the Universe every day?        

Do you attempt to dress the part mentally and spiritually of the kind of human 

being you want to embody? What do you do to contribute to the creation of 
your one and only Self? Do you approach the scenes of your life with a 

determination, a willingness, a gentleness? 

Do you look at challenging times that come your way with a despairing 
attitude of It figures? or positive, eager thoughts of: What is this situation 

trying to teach me? What is the Universe wanting me to learn?  

6. WHO WANTS TO SEE YOU SUCCEED? 

7. WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE THE MOVIE VERSION OF YOU? 
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Tell me, what is it you plan

to do with your one wild

and precious Life?
Mary Oliver
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“Depends on my mood. Sometimes 
I like to take my pup for a walk 

and other times I like spending 
time with my husband. By the time 

our work is done, we are both 
exhausted, so we try and do our 

weekend errands together (grocery 
shopping and more). And once a 

month we do a Date Day.” 
Linda

“My favorite self-care is watching 

an inspirational program or writing 
in my journal. If I don't do one of 

these on a daily basis, well let's 
just say, it ain't pretty!” 

Jennifer

“Whenever I need special ‘me’ 

time, I hug and smooch my horses. 
When I meditate, I do it mucking 

stalls. My Tennessee walking horse, 
Cledus, gives hugs and smoochies 

back!” 
Patti 

“I like to sit in a Starbucks cafe 

with my favorite drink. I really 
savor each sip while doing a self-

reflection meditation of where I am 
in the moment.” 

Catherine

“I do what is called a spiral 

meditation to clear, open, and 
balance my energy systems, 

providing me with deep healing for 
my highest and best good. 

It releases all that doesn't serve 
my highest and best good.”  

Eugenia

“I am drawn to nature. Just a quick 
cup of tea on the deck or a walk 

listening to birds sing. Nature 
seems to relax, calm, and center 

me for reflection on gratitude.” 
Victoria Ann

“I like to relax and just lay down in 

bed. Not necessarily to sleep but 
rather to just relax. And if I step it 

up a notch, I like to cuddle up in 
bed with a good book or magazine. 

It's just my personal 'me' time. 
Uninterrupted.” 

Dennisse

“Doing yoga, taking a bath, 
lying on the couch by the wood 

stove with a book, drawing, 
singing, playing piano, 

walking in the woods.” 
Janine 

“What is your favorite self-care/self-love personal routine?”
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“I enjoy going to Barnes and Noble. 
I people watch, enjoy either a cup 

of coffee or tea, and browse all the 
books. Other time I love putting on 

my meditation music and allowing 
it to take me to where my mind 

and spirit can clear, cleanse, and 
release any tensions and worries.” 

Maria

“I need time alone. Uninterrupted 
time for meandering. I think of the 

time as a date with myself - or an 
artist date. It might be time to 

create in a local studio, or go to a 
metaphysical fair, or just go sit in a 

book store and write/browse 
through some books.” 

Ellen

“Hiking, being outside, creating 

inspirational vision boards, 
exercising, ignoring the clock, 

volunteering, and anything with
my son Danny!” 

Karen

“Bikram Yoga is one of the few 
ways I can quiet my mind. The last 

asana of the session is the best.”
Ken

“I love putting coconut oil on my 
body after a shower. It smells 

great and it moisturizers my skin 
without any chemicals.”

Bridget

“Once a day, I put everything else 
aside and focus on my workout, 

which is always adjusted to fit my 
mood. Sometimes I just have fun 

and bounce around the adult 
playground (the gym). When my 

mind is racing, it calms down a few 
minutes into my warmup and I lift 

heavy to keep focused. If I want to 
beat myself up, I turn up the ‘bad 

day’ music and push hard, 
transforming any negative energy 

into something that will literally 
make me stronger.” 

Sharon

“I like to light candles. It’s such a 
simple thing, but will instantly

put me in a good, relaxing calm 
mood. It reflects a backdrop

of how I picture my life. Make 
sense? It also makes anything 

I am doing more mindful 
and purposeful.” 

Karen

“What is your favorite self-care/self-love personal routine?”
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“Alone time is what I need in order 

to recharge. No matter what I do 
during that time, it becomes a 

ritual. I may meditate, read by 
candlelight, prepare a nutritious 

meal for myself, make a cup of tea 
and serve it in a beautiful cup, 

or dance to my favorite music. 
Or, I may go for a walk, do some 

gardening, pick up my knitting, 
or write.” 

Yota

“I get a manicure and pedicure. 
Every now and then I get a back 

massage too.”
Kim

“Taking a bath in pink Himalayan 

salt. It's the equivalent of three 
days of detoxing, softens the skin, 

and creates balance in your 
energy. Another is laughing, loving, 

and playing with my comical Lily 
girl (dog). There is nothing like 

communing with the freedom, 
abandon, and innocence of sweet 

animal energy and being.” 
Virginia

“Nothing in the world compares to 

the simple love of a dog. At night 
before I go to bed, I lie on my sofa 

with a blanket and zone out to 
some TV. First Sodi stares at me 

until I let her crawl under the 
blanket and she spoons the back of 

my legs, right behind my knees.
Then Lemon comes over and 

scratches at the blanket. I lift it up 
and he crawls under, circles twice, 

and spoons me right under my 
neck. If I let them, they would stay 

like that for hours, content to warm 
me like furry little hot water 

bottles. No matter how bad the day 
may have been, with the stress of 

work, bills, etc., those moments 
soothe me. A couple of 

margaritas ain't bad either!” 
Leslie

“An afternoon nap over the 

weekend, a bath, a massage, 
and a washcloth scrub.”

Dijana

“Silence.”
Jessica

“What is your favorite self-care/self-love personal routine?”
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“A hot stone massage leaves me 

feeling very euphoric. When things 
get tough, I like to write positive 

affirmations on sticky notes and 
post them around my house as 

reminders. Citrus scents tend to 
calm and relax me, so I have 

grapefruit-scented body butter I 
like to drown my skin in, and I light 

citrus-scented candles around my 
house. Fresh air on a sunny day 

does wonders for me. I’ll go on a 
bike ride, hike, walk or run. When 

my mind wanders to negative 
thinking, I take control and coach 

myself back to the positive side 
through meditation. I try to take 

5-10 minutes everyday and just let 
go and clear my mind. And a cup of 

decaf herbal mint tea every day.”
Nicole

“I am quite fond of manicures and 

pedicures. A massage is my 
absolute favorite. A lower cost 

feel-good high is meditation. When 
I take time to sit comfortably and 

quiet my mind, I can truly get into 
a state of pure bliss.”

Julie

“A latte, a pedicure, 

and a trashy magazine.”
Megan

“Meditation, walking in nature, 

and candlelit sea-salt 
aromatherapy baths.”

Ko-Shin

“Keeping a gratitude journal. 
The best part of my day is 

remembering how lucky I am!”
Paige

“I read A Course in Miracles every 

morning, just a page or two. Kundalini 
yoga when I can. Makes me throw up 

and/or cry while I’m in class, but I 
always feel so great afterward!”

Evie

“My morning walk, my evening yoga, 
and at some point in the day, 

switching everything else off (hiding 
from my family) and curling up with a 

cuppa and a book for 20 minutes. If I 
manage all three, I’m a happy girl.”

Danielle

“What is your favorite self-care/self-love personal routine?”
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“10-15 minutes of meditation in the 

morning, followed by writing a few 
lines in my journal and drinking water 

with lemon.”
Elizabeth

“My favorite morning routine is 

drinking 2 cups of hot water with 
lemon, followed by prayer, followed 

by writing ‘morning pages’ (which is 
about getting things out of the head 

and onto the page). Then I make my 
To-Do list and get started.”

Nelly

“Daily yoga practice, and my dry 
brushing/salt bath ritual. Also

home cooked meals with healthy, 
whole foods.”

Rachael

“Playing with my dogs. No matter how 
awful the day seems to be, I will 

always smile when I look at their 
adorable faces. They constantly 

remind me that it’s possible to have 
fun even when you don’t feel well or 

the sky is grey. It’s all about being in 
the moment!”

Ricki

“A clean and healthy diet, exercise at 

least 3 times a week to break a good 
sweat, and daily meditation.”

Judy

“Easy Mondays! I get ahead for the 
week by doing all the easiest stuff 

first. I feel so good making loads of 
progress on a Monday that the more 

challenging tasks aren’t as daunting.”
Kris

“Reading children’s literature and 

watching children’s movies.”
Marg

“What is your favorite self-care/self-love personal routine?”
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Your body is borrowed. 

Your Spirit is ageless. 

You are perfect. Every time.
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